“We have had a long-term relationship
with MedSoft. They have allowed us to
remove the more repetitive
administrative tasks from our working
agenda and devote our time to more
strategic HR issues to benefit our
business. They are truly
customer-focused by providing
professional service; they are a first
class organization.”
– Agricultural organization
in Minneapolis, MN

We do the work. You see the benefits.™
Managing complex benefit programs with the MedSoft
solution is a sound decision.
The value of your company is closely connected to your
employees. The make-up of your benefits package attracts and
retains personnel. Excellent benefit management creates a
positive work culture by increasing consistency and reducing
stress. MedSoft makes your benefits administration shine,
which reflects well on your organization.

We take away the worry.
We take away the worry of compliance with the complex and
ever-changing regulations and deadlines related to COBRA,
FSA, FMLA and other universal benefit programs for
companies large and small. We step forward and lead your
employees through the maze; you maintain focus on the central
tasks of running your business and department. Choose us and
receive savings because our team catches payment problems
and inaccurate account monitoring before it becomes an issue.

We are experts.
Each member of our team is a professional benefits
administrator. Our pros work directly with you and your
employees; we don’t hand-off these crucial interactions.
When you, an employee or former employee contact us, you
talk to a case manager who is familiar with your company,
policy and legal requirements. We know human resource
management well and the emotions involved. We understand
the importance of each discussion and the life events that
come with needing COBRA, FSA and FMLA. Our core
competency is in running accurate and fair programs. You
know your business; we know ours.

We are responsible.
MedSoft’s hold harmless guarantee takes on the liability related
to compliance. We are fully insured and bonded. That means
you never need to worry about tracking different individual
timelines, budgets and hard deadlines for employee benefits.
We do all the significant work tasks, and you can provide us
the basic information we need to get started in whatever forms
you’d like (feeds, faxes, e-mail or phone calls). We built our
business to remove the burden of internal benefits
administration from you—we’ve addressed the whole process
and made it simple for you.

You succeed.
MedSoft protects your reputation by providing consistent
answers and results to your employees or former employees.
Delivering the highest customer satisfaction is a goal we share
with you. Your organization knows what makes the difference.
We know how matters connected to your current and former
employees are important. We take care of them and maintain
the excellence you have invested so much in developing—our
success depends on yours.

“We felt that no one would be able to
grasp the complexities of our disparate
programs. With all the merger and
acquisition activity our organization had
undergone in the past, we were unable to
be as responsive as we wanted to be.
MedSoft’s team was able to both
understand our situation and anticipate
savings because of their expertise.”
– Manufacturing organization
in St. Paul, MN
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Benefit from our solutions.
Get back the time you’re losing monitoring time-consuming
policy details. We are precise managers fully aware of changing
regulations. Are you weighed down with COBRA, FSA, FMLA
or other benefit policy issues? MedSoft is here to solve them for
you. We know that each individual deserves personal attention –
that’s what we provide. We become fully aware of your distinct
requirements and manage them in a direct, clear, compliant and
timely manner.
MedSoft is a safe choice for managing complex benefit programs.
• We take away the worry and save you time and money
• We are HR and benefit administrator experts
• We are fully and legally responsible on your behalf
Our mission is your success. MedSoft: We do the work. You see
the benefits.

Contact us for a consultation.
The MedSoft team will show you how simple it is for our
solution to save you time and money while reducing risk and
worry. That’s what we are all about.
Call us at 1-888-476-4421 for a consultation.
“MedSoft has been excellent at managing the needs of our
COBRA population. They treat our former employees fairly and
consistently while adhering to the regulations. MedSoft provides
administrative services above and beyond just the basic needs.
Our various administration requests are well received and
responded to quickly by the MedSoft team. We were so happy
with their COBRA administration service that we recently
expanded our relationship to include FSA administration. With a
number of changes to our benefits this year, it was nice to not
have to worry whether our FSA vendor transition would go
smoothly for our employees. We knew MedSoft would meet and
exceed our needs.”
- Health care organization in Chicago, IL
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